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Pregnant in Prison
For the week of July 6th, 2014
•  Guests: Rebecca Shlafer, Assistant Professor in the Department of Pediatrics University of 
Minnesota; Rae Baker, Program Coordinator for Isis Rising
•  Issues: Complications and difficulties for women who give birth while in prison; The benefits of 
prenatal and postnatal care for these inmates; The Isis Rising program to provide doulas for 
pregnant incarcerated women; How doula support reduces the cost of these births for the state of 
Minnesota

9 July 2014
Saving Minnesota’s Vanishing Moose
For the week of July 13th, 2014
Minnesota’s moose population is declining dramatically and researchers are scrambling to find out why. Since the 1990s, the 
number of moose in the western part of the state has dropped from about 4,000 to around 100. In the Arrowhead Region, the 
moose population is down by more than half. On this week’s Access Minnesota, University of Minnesota Professor James 
Forester joins us to discuss this alarming trend and what—if anything—can be done to save the state’s moose.

•  Guest: James Forester, Assistant Professor in the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and 
Conservation Biology in the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences at the 
University of Minnesota
•  Issues: The importance of studying and protecting Minnesota moose; The decline of moose 
populations in northern and western Minnesota; New research tracking the cause of death of 
individual moose

17 July 2014
The Supreme Court’s Controversial Hobby Lobby Decision
For the week of July 20th, 2014
A sharply divided U.S. Supreme Court ruled last month that closely-held for-profit corporations have the right to block employee 
access to certain birth control options offered through a company’s health plan if the owners object to them on religious grounds. 
Advocates for women’s reproductive rights are calling the Court’s opinion a major setback. Other groups say it’s a victory for 
religious freedom. On the this week’s Access Minnesota, a look at both sides of this controversial decision.

•  Guests: (Part 1) Jessica Mason Pieklo, Senior Legal Analyst at RHRealityCheck.org, former 
Assistant Director of the Health Law Institute at Hamline University Law School; (Part 2) Erick 
Kaardal, attorney with Mohrman, Kaardal and Erickson, P.A.
•  Issues: The scope of the Hobby Lobby decision; How the decision fits with the Religious 
Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA); What the decision means for future litigation the Affordable 
Care Act’s “equal coverage” mandate; Balancing employers’ religious freedom with employees’ 
rights

23 July 2014
Will China Dominate the 21st Century?
For the week of July 27th, 2014
China’s stunning economic growth over the past few decades has greatly expanded that nation’s middle class, but not all Chinese 
have prospered equally. While some believe that China is the world’s next superpower, there are many challenges that its leaders 
must first overcome. On this week’s Access Minnesota, British author and consultant Jonathan Fenby joins us to discuss his latest 
book, Will China Dominate the 21st Century?



•  Guest:Jonathan Fenby, former editor of the Observer and South China Morning Post, author of 
“Will China Dominate the 21st Century?”
•  Issues: China’s emergence as an economic superpower in the late 20th century; How the 
communist system is buoyed by China’s middle class; China’s challenges in the 21st century; 
How the West can encourage progress and democracy

30 July 2014
Rewriting the Rural Narrative
For the week of August 3rd, 2014
When many people think of rural America, they envision shuttered storefronts, abandoned farmsteads and a shrinking population. 
But that’s not a very accurate picture. In recent years, more people in their 30s and 40s are moving to rural areas in search of 
affordable housing and an appealing lifestyle. On this week’s Access Minnesota, Ben Winchester from the University of 
Minnesota’s Extension Center for Community Vitality joins us to discuss this rural rebound.

•  Guest: Ben Winchester, Research Fellow for the University of Minnesota Extension’s Center 
for Community Vitality
•  Issues: The growth of rural populations over the last 40 years; How population shifts in previous 
generations contribute to an outdated narrative around rural America; The advantages of rural 
community life; How Minnesota’s rural communities can attract and retain more residents

6 August 2014
The 2014 Minnesota State Fair
For the week of August 10th, 2014
Towards the end of August each year, 320 acres of land in St. Paul and the adjacent suburb of Falcon Heights undergo an 
amazing transformation. Empty streets suddenly overflow with folks from all over Minnesota. Carnival rides rise skyward. Food 
is everywhere, much of it on a stick. It’s all part of the Minnesota State Fair! On this week’s Access Minnesota, State Fair 
Marketing and Communications Director Brienna Schuette talks about the 2014 Great Minnesota Get-Together!

•  Guest: Brienna Schuette, Marketing & Communications Manager for the Minnesota State Fair
•  Issues: This year’s improvements and attractions; New foods on-a-stick; Ways to save money at 
the Fair; 2014 musical performers and Grandstand lineup; Employment opportunities at the Fair; 
Education and art exhibits

13 August 2014
The Science of Movement
For the week of August 17th, 2014
Groundbreaking research on human movement is underway at the University of Minnesota’s School of Kinesiology that could 
benefit people suffering from Parkinson’s disease. On this week’s Access Minnesota, Kinesiology Professor Jurgen Konczak 
talks about his study of exercise and its positive impact on the human brain.

•  Guest: Dr. Jürgen Konczak, Professor in the School of Kinesiology, Director of the Human 
Sensorimotor Control Laboratory at the Center for Clinical Movement Science at the University 
of Minnesota
•  Issues: How technology has changed the study of movement; How kinesiology may differ from 
public perceptions; Research on Parkison’s Disease; The impact of exercise on our motor skills 
and body control; The development of body control and motor skills in young children

20 August 2014



The Problem with Long Term Weight Loss
For the week of August 24th, 2014
Many Americans are concerned about their body weight. Dieting and exercise can help, but a new study suggests that only a 
small percentage of people are able to keep those extra pounds from coming back. Does this mean that permanent weight loss is 
nearly impossible? On this week’s Access Minnesota, University of Minnesota Psychology Professor Traci Mann tells us why we 
should focus less on weight and more on maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

•  Guest: Dr. Traci Mann, Psychology Professor at the University of Minnesota
•  Issues: The scientific consensus on dieting that many weight loss experts are hesitant to share; 
Why keeping weight off can be so difficult for dieters; Is obesity as unhealthy as we think?; 
Focusing on healthy eating and exercise instead of weight goals

27 August 2014
Containing the Ebola Outbreak
For the week of August 31st, 2014
The Ebola virus is spreading through West Africa at an alarming rate. Efforts to contain this worst-ever outbreak have fallen 
short so far, and there is no cure or vaccine for Ebola. An experimental drug has show some promise, but it is in short supply. On 
this week’s Access Minnesota, Kristen Ehresmann from the Minnesota Department of Health joins us to discuss the Ebola 
outbreak and how Minnesota officials are responding to the crisis.

•  Guest: Kristen Ehresmann, Director of the Division of Infectious Disease Epidemiology, 
Prevention and Control at the Minnesota Department of Health
•  Issues: The origins of the Ebola virus, how it affects the body and how it spreads from person to 
person; Challenges of containing Ebola; How Ebola compares to other deadly diseases and 
viruses; Why cures and vaccines have been so elusive

3 September 2014
Previewing the 2014 Elections
For the week of September 7th, 2014
Politics are as much a part of the Minnesota State Fair as the food, rides, exhibits and animals. With the November elections just 
a couple of months away, you’ll find virtually all of the candidates at the Great Minnesota Get-Together. On this week’s Access 
Minnesota, University of Minnesota Political Science Professor Kathryn Pearson joins us from the Fair. We’ll talk about the 
midterm elections and the struggle for control of Congress, the State Legislature and the Governor’s office.

•  Guest: Kathryn Pearson, Associate Professor in the Political Science Department at the 
University of Minnesota
•  Issues: Minnesota’s US Senate and Gubernatorial races; House races to keep an eye on; 
Republican chances of winning a majority the US Senate in 2014; Amy Klobuchar’s popularity 
and political future; Obama’s prospects for passing meaningful legislation in the final 2 years of 
his presidency; Partisanship and dysfunction in Congress

10 September 2014
Russia and the Crisis in Ukraine
For the week of September 14th, 2014
Tensions are running high in the ongoing conflict in Ukraine. Despite economic sanctions levied against Russia by the U.S. and 
the European Union, Russian President Vladimir Putin is not backing down. On this week’s Access Minnesota, visiting 
University of Minnesota Political Science Professor Catherine Guisan joins us to discuss the situation in Ukraine and the growing 
divide between Russia and the West.



•  Guest: Catherine Guisan, Visiting Assistant Professor in the Department of Political Science at 
the University of Minnesota and 2013 Fulbright Scholar in Russia
•  Issues: Roots of the Russia-Ukraine Conflict; The response from European Union and the 
international community; Negotiating with Putin; Future democratization in Russia

17 September 2014
Technocreep: The Surrender of Privacy and the Capitalization 
of Intimacy
For the week of September 21st, 2014
Technology makes it possible for us to access a wealth of information with a few keyboard strokes or the swipe of a finger on a 
mobile device. But this instant access to data also has a dark side. Much of our personal information is now available to virtually 
anyone with an internet connection. On this week’s Access Minnesota, technologist and computer security expert Dr. Tom 
Keenan discusses his new book, Technocreep: The Surrender of Privacy and the Capitalization of Intimacy
•  Guest: Tom Keenan, Fellow at the Canadian Foreign Affairs Institute, Professor at the 
University of Calgary
•  Issues: Privacy singularity; The difficulty of legislating digital privacy protections; 3-D printing 
and intellectual property rights; How governments and companies can use electronic data to 
exploit consumers; How consumers can protect online information and privacy

24 September 2014
The Psychology of Suicide
For the week of September 28th, 2014
Comedian Robin Williams’ recent suicide is igniting renewed efforts to educate the public on mental health issues and suicide 
prevention. But for many Americans, mental disorders and suicide still carry a strong stigma. On this week’s Access Minnesota, 
certified suicide interventionist Dr. Susanne Gabrielsen joins us to discuss the causes and warning signs of suicide and what 
concerned friends and family members can do when someone close to them expresses suicidal thoughts

•  Guest: Susanne Gabrielsen, Ph.D., certified suicide intervention advocate, victim advocate at 
the University of Minnesota’s Aurora Center for Advocacy and Education
•  Issues: History and cultural attitudes towards suicide; Myths about suicide; Factors and warning 
signs; Why men take their lives more often than women; How to help someone struggling with 
depression and suicidal thoughts

http://www.technocreep.com/

